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Tokenized Graph Transformer (TokenGT)

What is the definition of pure Transformer?

Network architecture compose of

Tokenizer: tokenizes the input data into a set of tokens + Traditional embedding: specifies the positional features of each
token

Multi-head self-attention: product of the features followed by Softmax

Residual feedforward network

Example: If we add message passing layer in between
the self-attention layer, it will not be a pure Transformer

Intuition

Treat both node and edge as token

With appropriate token-wise information, self-attention would be able to
properly recognize the graph structure

TokenGT architecture
Augment token X with node
identifiers and type identifiers

Node and Edge Tokens

Node Token

Edge Token

Node identifier

n node-wise orthormormal vectors 

Add Node identifier
For each node , we augment the token  as 
For each edge , we augment the token  as 

v ∈ V X  v [X  ,P  ,P  ]v v v
(u, v) ∈ E X  (u,v) [X  ,P  ,P  ](u,v) u v

Motivation

Allows the Transformer to identify and exploit the connectivity structure
of a graph

If . Otherwise the result will be 0k ∈ (u, v)

Implementation choices of P

Orthogonal random features

Laplacian eigenvectors obtained from eigendecomposition of graph
Laplacian matrix

Type identifier

Trainable vector

For each node , we augment the token  as .
 For each edge , we augment the token  as 

v ∈ V [X  ,P  ,P  ]v v v [X  ,P  ,P  ,E ]v v v
V

(u, v) ∈ E [X  ,P  ,P  ]v u v [X  ,P  ,P  ,E ]v u v
E

Motivation Allow Transformer to identify whether a given token is a node or an edge

Overall architecture of TokenGT

Input Projection matrix

Similar to BERT and ViT, they prepend a special
trainable token [graph] with trainable embedding 
X  ∈[graph] Rd

Final input to the main encoder

Experimental Results
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